
 # for record keeping  _____________ ATSA PUREBRED STATUS EVALUATION SHEET 

YES NO
Pre-Evaluation for the Chairman   Does the animal meet one of the initial 3 criteria

  Is the animal mature enough to evaluate?
  Are there enough pictures or videos to evaluate?
  Is the fleece growth and/or pictures incuded to evaluate?
  Generally does the animal look like a Teeswater?

Any 'NO's - return the application and fee.

                         STRUCTUAL MUST HAVE"S   NA = Not Acceptable    A =Acceptable  O = Outstanding

Top View NA A O Comments if any:

Well sprung ribs

Good width from shoulder to rump

SIDE VIEWS

Flat Topline, Correct tail set

Deep Bodied

Strong, straight legs with good bone 

Strong upright pasterns, well shaped feet 

Good angle to hock not 'posty'

FRONT VIEW

Wide full and deep chest 

 Squarely set straight legs with good width

REAR VIEW

Width and squareness 

 Squarely set straight legs with good width

Rams: two well formed testicals 

TOTALS:



                                                    Total score from all committee evaluations -    2 or more scores of "NA" OR  less than 5 scores of  "O" = return the application and fee

 # for record keeping  _____________ SPECIFIC TEESWATER CHARACTERISTICS 
(Refer to Standard of Perfection)

Scoring 1 - 5 ( 1 = Poor, 2 = Fair, 3 = Good(Average), 4 = Great, 5 = Perfect)

**Any individual scores of 1 or 2  indicate removing the animal from consideration

Total evaluation to achieve Purebred or Foundation Status =  20    

Score 1 - 5

PHENOTYPE Comments if any:

Overall  Breed Representation

 Markings, Foretop and Ears

Overall Balance and Proportion

FLEECE

Meet or exceeds  Breed Standared 

Uniformity from shoulder to britch

TOTAL  (5 -25)

BONUS PLUS OR MINUS ( +/-  0 - 5)   Explain:

FINAL TOTAL

Total evaluation score to achieve Purebred or Foundation Status =  20 



Meet, discuss and review scoring at Committee Meeting (you will have the opportunity to adjust your scoring)


